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Introduction
• Whole slide imaging (WSI) scanner scans pathology samples to produce digital image
which enables monitor-based diagnosis and image analysis
• Scanned image is sometimes poor in quality due to focus error and noise

Results
• Proposed method evaluated quality without resulting in false positives for artefacts
• Slides would be detected to rescan by applying threshold on low quality index
• Faintly artefact affected blocks were not eliminated as the quality wasn’t degraded

• It is expected to automatically evaluate the image quality
• But the quality is evaluated by the operator to detect slides to rescan which is time
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consuming and unreliable
• We proposed a quality evaluation method to automatically detect slides to rescan
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Figure 1. Whole slide imaging scanner

Methodology
• Image quality is mainly affected by focus error and noise
• But artefacts (i.e. air-bubble, tissue-fold) are detected as false positives in evaluation
• Proposed method firstly detected artefacts using machine learning technique
• Then estimated quality based on sharpness and noise without using reference image
by eliminating artefacts and glass area
• Used low-resolution image to detect artefact and high-resolution to estimate quality

Figure 4. Quality evaluation of HE-stained slide scanned by NanoZoomer at 20x magnification.
Dark, light, and no shade indicates poor, average and good quality blocks, accordingly. Green,
yellow and white indicates artefact affected, out of focus and faintly affected blocks.

• Proposed method was compared to referenceless quality evaluation method (RQM) by
Hashimoto et al. [2]. It outperformed RQM in terms of time and false positives in
presence of artefacts
Table 1. Comparison of RQM and Proposed method
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Figure 2. Proposed quality evaluation method

• Proposed system to detect slides to rescan for practical use of WSI scanner in hospitals
and pathology departments

Conclusion
• Method was demonstrated on differently stained slides (i.e. HE, IHC, PAS) of major
organs (i.e. heart, lung, liver, intestine) scanned by two different scanners
• Enabled efficient judgement for rescanning the slide by eliminating artefacts
• Need to investigate issues for deployment:
• quality threshold for selecting slides to rescan

Figure 3. Proposed whole slide imaging system

• optimal evaluation time for practical use of the scanner
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